SAFETY MEASURES
SIGNAGE

STUDIO LOBBY CLOSED

Located at the entrance and by each studio entrance reminding dancers to maintain physical
distancing protocol. Occupancy signs posted in all areas of the building. Signs included are a
reminder no entry without a mask, no entry if you have been out of the Province within 14 days
and a reminder not to enter if you have any signs or symptoms of Covid-19. These signs are in
English, Chinese, Punjabi, Arabic and Hindi.
To reduce traffic in and out of the building and students congregating before and after class.
Viewing areas and lobby are closed to parents during classes.

DROP OFF & PICK UP

Dancers must wait on designated spots outside the building until welcomed in. Parents must drop
off and pick up their child promptly to ensure social distance measures are being taken and to
reduce the number of people around and inside the building at one time. A visitor and customer
log is at the front desk. We keep a clear daily log of contact information for every person entering
the building.

LIMITED CLASS SIZES

Limiting class sizes to maintain a safe distance of 6 feet between dancers. Studio A -14 dancers,
Studio B -12 dancers and Studio C -8 dancers.

SANITIZATION

Hand sanitizer is located at the entrances , each studio as well as the front desk washrooms.
Everyone must sanitize their hands when entering and exiting the building. Hand washing is encouraged throughout the day.
Floors are sanitized between each class. All used equipment is sanitized after each use. All light
switches, door handles and commonly touches surfaces are regularly sanitized. Record of times
the studio has been cleaned is recorded and updated throughout the day.

ENTRY & EXIT

Studio A- Students enter and exit via the west door, waiting on marked spots safely distanced from
one another.
Studio B and C - Students must enter via the front entrance and are to wait outside on marked
spots until welcomed inside when it is safe to do so. Classes will be dismissed in alternative
intervals to avoid close contact.

SOCIAL DISTANCING
NO CHANGING

LIMITED PERSONAL
BELONGINGS

Dance floors marked off into squares for individual space to ensure minimum distance
requirements are met.
Dancers must arrive in clothing suitable for all their daily classes so changing is not required. No
outdoor shoes are allowed inside the studios. Socked feet, clean indoor running shoes , ballet
shoes or jazz shoes are required for class.
Students will keep their belongings in bins that will be with them throughout the day. These bins
are sanitized after each use.
Dancers will not bring any belongings into the studio that are not required for class.
The back room is off limits to dancers to avoid congregating in areas and to maintain social
distancing.

MASKS

Masks are to be worn by everyone entering the building and must be worn during dance classes.

SELF HEALTH CHECKS

Parents must assess their child for any symptoms or changes to their health before bringing them
to the studio. You must stay home if you show any signs of illness.
You may not enter the building if you have travelled outside the province in the last 14 days.

WATER BOTTLES

Our water cooler is off limits so dancers must bring a full water bottle with them to class.

VIRTUAL ONLINE CLASSES

We are offering zoom dance classes at the same time as our In-Studio classes to limit the number
of occupancy in the building and for dancers and staff who may not be well enough to come into
the studio.

CONTACTLESS PAYMENTS

E-transfer, automatic bank and credit card monthly payments accepted.

HVAC

STAFF KNOWLEDGE

New HVAC system to improve clean, quality air flow throughout the building.

Staff is assessed for their health check upon arrival to the building. Staff has be updated on the
safety procedures in place and are here to guide you through our safety measures.

